A fluence-convolution method to calculate radiation therapy dose distributions that incorporate random set-up error.
The International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements Report 62 (ICRU 1999) introduced the concept of expanding the clinical target volume (CTV) to form the planning target volume by a two-step process. The first step is adding a clinically definable internal margin, which produces an internal target volume that accounts for the size, shape and position of the CTV in relation to anatomical reference points. The second is the use of a set-up margin (SM) that incorporates the uncertainties of patient beam positioning, i.e. systematic and random set-up errors. We propose to replace the random set-up error component of the SM by explicitly incorporating the random set-up error into the dose-calculation model by convolving the incident photon beam fluence with a Gaussian set-up error kernel. This fluence-convolution method was implemented into a Monte Carlo (MC) based treatment-planning system. Also implemented for comparison purposes was a dose-matrix-convolution algorithm similar to that described by Leong (1987 Phys. Med. Biol. 32 327-34). Fluence and dose-matrix-convolution agree in homogeneous media. However, for the heterogeneous phantom calculations, discrepancies of up to 5% in the dose profiles were observed with a 0.4 cm set-up error value. Fluence-convolution mimics reality more closely, as dose perturbations at interfaces are correctly predicted (Wang et al 1999 Med. Phys. 26 2626-34, Sauer 1995 Med. Phys. 22 1685-90). Fluence-convolution effectively decouples the treatment beams from the patient. and more closely resembles the reality of particle fluence distributions for many individual beam-patient set-ups. However, dose-matrix-convolution reduces the random statistical noise in MC calculations. Fluence-convolution can easily be applied to convolution/superposition based dose-calculation algorithms.